
You ride your tauntaun across the frozen 
wasteland, sneaking up on the Imperial droid. 
From out of nowhere, a wampa attacks you. 
Your tauntaun flees in terror, knocking you to 
the ground. 
You barely have time to count its teeth before 
fainting.

3131 The Wampa Attacks!The Wampa Attacks! 3030

1313

3030

35
5757

6767

Hoth’s desolate, frozen surface is such an intimidating environment. 

Patrolling the Frozen WastesPatrolling the Frozen Wastes

You wake up in a frozen cave, hanging by 
your feet. Fortunately, there is no sign of 
the wampa.

I9I9 The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 3131

You wake up in a frozen cave, hanging by 
your feet. Fortunately, there is no sign of 
the wampa.

I9I9
The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 31 31

Far in the distance, you spot an Imperial droid.

0101
Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid 4848

3535
The Frozen HorizonThe Frozen Horizon

From this ridge, Hoth’s frozen features seem to stretch endlessly before you. 

3535
The Frozen HorizonThe Frozen Horizon

From this ridge, Hoth’s frozen features seem to stretch endlessly before you. 
You scan the bleak horizon. Your instincts tell you something is out there.  

To investigate the surroundings, press  (machine) in the app, then enter 4848 .  

4848
Hoth’s Icy FoothillsHoth’s Icy Foothills 35351313

1313

3030

35
5757

6767

Hoth’s desolate, frozen surface is such an intimidating environment. 

Patrolling the Frozen WastesPatrolling the Frozen Wastes

!ese versatile macrobinoculars are perfect 
for reconnaissance on Hoth.

1313 MacrobinocularsMacrobinoculars

You ride your tauntaun across the frozen 
wasteland, sneaking up on the Imperial droid. 
From out of nowhere, a wampa attacks you. 
Your tauntaun flees in terror, knocking you to 
the ground. 
You barely have time to count its teeth before 
fainting.

3131 The Wampa Attacks!The Wampa Attacks! 3030

Your faithful tauntaun. !ese creatures 
are well adapted to travel quickly across 
Hoth’s frozen surface.

3030 Tauntaun MountTauntaun Mount

Far in the distance, you spot an Imperial droid.

0101
Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid 4848

You wake up in a frozen cave, hanging by 
your feet. Fortunately, there is no sign of 
the wampa.

I9I9
The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 31 31

You wake up in a frozen cave, hanging by 
your feet. Fortunately, there is no sign of 
the wampa.

I9I9 The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 3131

You wake up in a frozen cave, hanging by 

your feet. Fortunately, there is no sign of 

the wampa.

I9I9 The Wampa’s Cave 
The Wampa’s Cave 3131

You wake up in a frozen cave, hanging by 

your feet. Fortunately, there is no sign of 

the wampa.

I9I9
The Wampa’s Cave 

The Wampa’s Cave 
3131

With great e!ort, you manage to free your feet from the ice  
and fall to the ground. 

6161 The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 1919

1212

You ride your tauntaun across the frozen 
wasteland, sneaking up on the Imperial droid. 
From out of nowhere, a wampa attacks you. 
Your tauntaun flees in terror, knocking you to 
the ground. 
You barely have time to count its teeth before 
fainting.

3131 The Wampa Attacks!The Wampa Attacks! 3030

x19x19

!is giant bone is all that is left from  
some unfortunate creature devoured by  
the wampa.

8383 Animal BoneAnimal Bone

!e wampa placed a large, heavy rock in 
front of the cave entrance, sealing the only 
escape route.

1212
Sealed Cave Sealed Cave 
EntranceEntrance

You use the bone as a lever and the stone rolls away. 
Leaving the cave, you see a snowstorm moving in. You need to CALL FOR HELP.

9595
Sudden SnowstormSudden Snowstorm 838361611212

With great e!ort, you manage to free your feet from the ice  
and fall to the ground. 

6161 The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 1919

1212

With great e!ort, you manage to free your feet from the ice  
and fall to the ground. 

6161 The Wampa’s Cave The Wampa’s Cave 1919

1212

0101

2

  First, spot number 35 in the fog.  
Take card 35 .

  Proceed with a visual check of the surroundings. 
Use your macrobinoculars and scrutinize the huge horizon 
stretching as far as the eye can see: 35  + 13  = 48 . 
Take card 48 . 

  Enter machine 48  and scan the horizon by pivoting your device  
(or using the arrows): you spot a droid. Be accurate when placing 
the droid in the center of the viewfinder to get card 01 .

  Once you spotted the droid, go toward it with the help of your 
faithful tauntaun: 30  + 01  = 31 . 
Take card 31 .

  Suddenly, a wampa attacks you ( 31 ).  
You barely have time to count its teeth before fainting.  
So, count the wampa’s teeth: there are 19 of them.  
Take card 19 .

  Hanging by the feet ( 19 ), you see everything from  
a di!erent perspective. Turn the card upside down:  
now, number 19 becomes number 61. 
Take card 61 .

  Inside the cave ( 61 ), spot the number 83 formed  
by the bones, and then take card 83 .  
Use this animal bone as a lever to move the rock 
and clear the entrance to the cave: 83  + 12  = 95 . 
Take card 95 .

Di"culty level:   
ESCAPE 

FROM HOTH



!e snowspeeder has been repaired and is ready for action. Your squadron leader 
contacts you and asks: “Are you ready for take o!?”

2424
Repaired SnowspeederRepaired Snowspeeder 1616

!e bay doors of Echo Base are now operational. Congratulations!

4747
Opened Bay DoorsOpened Bay Doors 1111

You head out in your snowspeeder. 
You contact the squadron leader: “!ere’s nothing to report yet. 

We will continue to patrol in a specific formation.”

7171 Squadron FormationSquadron Formation 4747

As the snowstorm calms down,  
you discover the source of the three remain ing signals. 

6363 Imperial Seeker DroidsImperial Seeker Droids 9595

0303 0505
0707

83

Echo Base security protocols have been 
triggered. Radar indicates four Imperial 
droids positioned around the perimeter. 
You need to retrieve their ID numbers 
in the correct order from your position. 
Once you have them, press  (code) in 
the app, then enter the 4-digit code.

6767 Droid SignalsDroid Signals

!is Imperial seeker droid has a unique ID 
number on its outer shell. 

0505 Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid

!is Imperial seeker droid has a unique ID 
number on its outer shell. 

0303 Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid

!is Imperial seeker droid has a unique ID 
number on its outer shell. 

0707 Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid

Far in the distance, you spot an Imperial droid.

0101
Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid 4848

An encoded message transmitted by the 
seeker droids.

5858 Encoded MessageEncoded Message

+8+8

+24+24

Echo Base is slowly waking up. Chewbacca adjusts the speed regulators of a 
snowspeeder, protocol droids transmit orders while the pilots warm the engines up.

1010
Echo Base Hangar BayEcho Base Hangar Bay

+36+36

“Of course I can help decipher the code 
you intercepted. As a protocol droid, I have 
been programmed to speak more than six 
million languages.”
You learn the AT-ATs are preparing to strike. 
To reveal the AT-ATs’ position, connect the 
Imperial seeker droid signals in ascending 
order, using only STRAIGHT LINES.

8282 Protocol DroidProtocol Droid 5858

You need to relay this 
information and head back to 
Echo Base.

After locating all four Imperial 
droids, you intercept one of their 
transmissions. 

5858

9292

3333 Droid SignalsDroid Signals
0101 05050303

0707 67676363

With the data gathered by observing the 
seeker droids, you’ve located the Imperial 
AT-ATs. 
Starting your attack run, you need to lead 
your squadron to the AT-ATs‘ position.

0404 8282AT-ATs’ AT-ATs’ 
Positioning DataPositioning Data

“Of course I can help decipher the code 
you intercepted. As a protocol droid, I have 
been programmed to speak more than six 
million languages.”
You learn the AT-ATs are preparing to strike. 
To reveal the AT-ATs’ position, connect the 
Imperial seeker droid signals in ascending 
order, using only STRAIGHT LINES.

8282 Protocol DroidProtocol Droid 5858

You need to relay this 
information and head back to 
Echo Base.

After locating all four Imperial 
droids, you intercept one of their 
transmissions. 

5858

9292

3333 Droid SignalsDroid Signals
0101 05050303

0707 67676363

“Of course I can help decipher the code 
you intercepted. As a protocol droid, I have 
been programmed to speak more than six 
million languages.”
You learn the AT-ATs are preparing to strike. 
To reveal the AT-ATs’ position, connect the 
Imperial seeker droid signals in ascending 
order, using only STRAIGHT LINES.

8282 Protocol DroidProtocol Droid 5858

!is snowspeeder has been damaged. It won’t fly until it is repaired.

1616
Damaged SnowspeederDamaged Snowspeeder

Heavy snow and ice from the surface have fallen in front of the bay doors leading 
out of Echo Base. It is sealed shut. 

1111
Sealed Bay DoorsSealed Bay Doors

+8+8

+24+24

Echo Base is slowly waking up. Chewbacca adjusts the speed regulators of a 
snowspeeder, protocol droids transmit orders while the pilots warm the engines up.

1010
Echo Base Hangar BayEcho Base Hangar Bay

+36+36

+8+8

+24+24

Echo Base is slowly waking up. Chewbacca adjusts the speed regulators of a 
snowspeeder, protocol droids transmit orders while the pilots warm the engines up.

1010
Echo Base Hangar BayEcho Base Hangar Bay

+36+36

!e snowspeeder has been repaired and is ready for action. Your squadron leader 
contacts you and asks: “Are you ready for take o!?”

2424
Repaired SnowspeederRepaired Snowspeeder 1616

!e bay doors of Echo Base are now operational. Congratulations!

4747
Opened Bay DoorsOpened Bay Doors 1111

HELP!HELP!

!is Imperial seeker droid has a unique ID 
number on its outer shell. 

0505 Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid

!is Imperial seeker droid has a unique ID 
number on its outer shell. 

0303 Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid

!is Imperial seeker droid has a unique ID 
number on its outer shell. 

0707 Imperial Seeker DroidImperial Seeker Droid 0101

3

  Enter machine 95  and call for “help“ out loud into your device’s mic.  
It is a voice recognition machine. A team of Rebels comes to rescue you  
so that you can resume the search for droids. 
Take card 63 .

  You now have the ID numbers of each of the 4 Imperial 
droids. Each of these numbers is embedded in the central 
eye of each droid, and corresponds to the card number. 
On the radar ( 67 ), move through the “maze” from your 
START position to identify the correct order of the signals: 
you first detect the white droid 01 , then the red droid 07 , 
the pink droid 03 , and lastly the yellow droid 05 .  
So, enter code 1735 in the app. 
Take card 33 .

  When you arrive at Echo Base ( 10 ), you get help from: the protocol droid ( +24+24 ), 
the mechanic Chewbacca ( +8+8 ), and one of the pilots ( +36+36 ).  
First, have the protocol droid decipher the coded message: 58 +24+24 = 82 . 
Take card 82 .

  #e protocol droid ( 82 ) informs you that the AT-ATs are going  
to launch an attack and tells you how to triangulate their position 
from the Imperial droids’ signals: connect the signals  
in ascending order, using straight lines (1, 3, 5, then 7).  
#e line forms a 4. 
Take card 04 .

  Now, fix the damaged snowspeeder with 
Chewbacca’s help: 16 +8+8 = 24 . 
Take card 24 .

  Also, make sure to melt the ice blocking the hangar bay doors by 
exposing them to the hot engines of other ships: 11 +36+36 = 47 .  
Take card 47 .

  Now everything is ready to counter-attack the AT-ATs.  
Get into your snowspeeder and take o!, leaving through 
the hangar doors: 24  + 47  = 71 . 
Take card 71 .



Several AT-ATs are closing in on Echo Base. !e Empire’s assault has begun!

7575
Imperial AssaultImperial Assault 92921010 33330404 VV

You head out in your snowspeeder. 
You contact the squadron leader: “!ere’s nothing to report yet. 

We will continue to patrol in a specific formation.”

7171 Squadron FormationSquadron Formation 4747

You head out in your snowspeeder. 
You contact the squadron leader: “!ere’s nothing to report yet. 

We will continue to patrol in a specific formation.”

7171 Squadron FormationSquadron Formation 4747

“!e squadron is ready. Which way are we 
headed? Any luck deciphering that encoded 
message?”

Attack RunAttack Run 7171VV
122122

With the data gathered by observing the 
seeker droids, you’ve located the Imperial 
AT-ATs. 
Starting your attack run, you need to lead 
your squadron to the AT-ATs‘ position.

0404 8282AT-ATs’ AT-ATs’ 
Positioning DataPositioning Data

3            3            
77

11
88

VV

“!e squadron is ready. Which way are we 
headed? Any luck deciphering that encoded 
message?”

Attack RunAttack Run 7171VV
122122

!e snowspeeder has been repaired and is ready for action. Your squadron leader 
contacts you and asks: “Are you ready for take o!?”

2424
Repaired SnowspeederRepaired Snowspeeder 1616

!e snowspeeder has been repaired and is ready for action. Your squadron leader 
contacts you and asks: “Are you ready for take o!?”

2424
Repaired SnowspeederRepaired Snowspeeder 1616

Several AT-ATs are closing in on Echo Base. !e Empire’s assault has begun!

7575
Imperial AssaultImperial Assault 92921010 33330404 VV

“!e AT-ATs are heavily armored. We can’t 
attack them head-on. Squadron leaders, direct 
your pilots to shoot them with their harpoon 
guns, then snake between their legs.”

9999 Battle TacticsBattle Tactics 7575

“!e AT-ATs are heavily armored. We can’t 
attack them head-on. Squadron leaders, direct 
your pilots to shoot them with their harpoon 
guns, then snake between their legs.”

9999 Battle TacticsBattle Tactics 7575

“Great shooting, everyone. Now fly around 
the AT-AT’s legs in large circles to tighten 
your tow cables!” 

Battle TacticsBattle Tactics 9999SS
111111

+20+20

!e AT-ATs fall victim to your clever 
tactics, crashing to the ground. !ey are 
vulnerable now; act quickly!
“Get ready for a second fly-by.”

00 Successful AttackSuccessful Attack SS
100100

+20+20

!e AT-ATs fall victim to your clever 
tactics, crashing to the ground. !ey are 
vulnerable now; act quickly!
“Get ready for a second fly-by.”

00 Successful AttackSuccessful Attack SS
100100

!e AT-AT is destroyed by your attack, but your engine is hit and your snowspeeder 
crashes. !e invasion has started. Hurry! You have to warn the base!

4444 Defeated AT-ATDefeated AT-AT 2424 00

5454

You are back at Echo Base, but time is running out! 
Imperial Star Destroyers are in orbit, forming a blockade.  

You need to find a way to help the Rebels escape before it’s too late!

6262 Echo BaseEcho Base 5353

7272 9696

272783

*  ADVANTAGE CARD  **  ADVANTAGE CARD  *

One of the droids on Echo 
Base has decrypted an old 

Imperial code segment. 

When you gain access 
to the Control Room, 

enter number 90 in the app. 
It counts as one  

(data symbol).

= 90

INSIDE INTELINSIDE INTEL

Using the data you retrieved, you discover the 
location of several Imperial ships. !ey have 
set up a blockade, preventing any Rebels from 
escaping Hoth’s surface.
You need to enter the correct code to aim 
the ion cannon at the ships.

2929 7272
Imperial Imperial 
BlockadeBlockade

!e AT-AT is destroyed by your attack, but your engine is hit and your snowspeeder 
crashes. !e invasion has started. Hurry! You have to warn the base!

4444 Defeated AT-ATDefeated AT-AT 2424 00

5454

As the snowstorm calms down,  
you discover the source of the three remain ing signals. 

6363 Imperial Seeker DroidsImperial Seeker Droids 9595

0303 0505
0707

83

An encoded message transmitted by the 
seeker droids.

5858 Encoded MessageEncoded Message

“Of course I can help decipher the code 
you intercepted. As a protocol droid, I have 
been programmed to speak more than six 
million languages.”
You learn the AT-ATs are preparing to strike. 
To reveal the AT-ATs’ position, connect the 
Imperial seeker droid signals in ascending 
order, using only STRAIGHT LINES.

8282 Protocol DroidProtocol Droid 5858

“!e AT-ATs are heavily armored. We can’t 
attack them head-on. Squadron leaders, direct 
your pilots to shoot them with their harpoon 
guns, then snake between their legs.”

9999 Battle TacticsBattle Tactics 7575

44

63

58

82

4

  While waiting for the flight orders, continue to patrol in a specific  
formation ( 71 ). Observe the shape of your flight formation:  
the ships form a V. 
Take card V .

  #e assault is going to be launched. From your current 
location, lead your squadron toward the AT-ATs.  
Locate the squadron’s starting point that card V  provides. 
#en, the squadron 04  must pass through numbers 3, 7, 1, 
and 8 of the maze on card 4 to get to the AT-ATs.  
Enter code 3718 in the app. 
Take card 75 .

  Attack the AT-ATs with your snowspeeder: 24  + 75  = 99 . 
Take card 99 .

  During your first maneuver to neutralize the AT-ATs ( 99 ),  
you snake between their legs forming the letter S. 
Take card S . 
Similarly, you maneuver around the AT-ATs forming the letter O. 
Take card O .

  #e AT-ATs are now neutralized ( O ).  
Now, launch the final attack against them with your 
snowspeeder: 24 +20+20 = 44 . 
Take card 44 .

  Your pilot is injured. You must contact Echo Base but the 
radio is covered with ice. Enter machine 53  and rub your 
finger against the screen to remove the ice. 
Take card 62 .

  Once you’re back at Echo Base, enter machine 72  to crack the coded data. Feed the computers with 4 of the 5 cards bearing  
the  data symbol. #at symbol is reproduced on cards 44 , 58 , 63 , 82 , and 99 . (#e INSIDE INTEL Advantage Card also gives 
you number 90). Take card 29 .



5

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU MANAGED TO ESCAPE THE EMPIRE AND  
TO SAVE THE REBELS FROM A DANGEROUS IMPERIAL ATTACK.  

YOU DEPART HOTH AND DIVE INTO HYPERSPACE.

You have no time to waste and blast the crate open!

8484
Blasted CrateBlasted Crate 57572727

2323
8686

!is medical crate is sealed shut with a large lock. You don’t have the combination 
and you have no time to figure it out. Hurry! What can you do?

2727
Locked Medical CrateLocked Medical Crate 5757 Blaster PistolBlaster Pistol

!ree heavy-duty yellow power cables.

8686
Yellow Power CablesYellow Power Cables

0202
Ion Cannon  Ion Cannon  
TargetingTargeting

96968686
9696 Damaged Ion Cannon Damaged Ion Cannon 

Your pilot has been injured in the crash. He is in front of you, unconscious.

5454
Injured PilotInjured Pilot 4444

5353

!anks to your skillful deployment of the ion cannon, you disrupt the Imperial 
blockade long enough for the Rebel ships to escape. Now you are the last ones 

left in Echo Base. Will you be able to escape while the Imperial ships are still 
disabled, or will your names be remembered as those who gave their lives to 

save the Rebels on Hoth? Time to board your ship and find out!

4141
Escape from Echo BaseEscape from Echo Base 62620202 7777 8484

2323 MedkitMedkit
7777 Recovered PilotRecovered Pilot 54542323

After you treat him using the supplies from 
the medkit, the pilot regains consciousness. 
He shares some critical intel:
“!e Imperial ships use unique encoded 
symbols to coordinate their attack. !e 
value results from the SHAPE of the 
symbols. I deciphered the code for Star 
Destroyers.”

= 3

7777 Recovered PilotRecovered Pilot 54542323

!e Echo Base ion cannon is powered up 
and ready to target any threats in the skies 
above Hoth.

0202
Ion Cannon  Ion Cannon  
TargetingTargeting

96968686

= 3

Using the data you retrieved, you discover the 
location of several Imperial ships. !ey have 
set up a blockade, preventing any Rebels from 
escaping Hoth’s surface.
You need to enter the correct code to aim 
the ion cannon at the ships.

2929 7272
Imperial Imperial 
BlockadeBlockade

33
11 44

66

2929 7272
Imperial Imperial 
BlockadeBlockade

  Now, the time has come to use your blaster.  
Shoot at the locked crate to open it: 27  + 57  = 84 .  
Take card 84 .

  Using the 3 heavy-duty yellow cables you retrieved ( 86 ), repair  
the ion cannon ( 96 ). Only connect the yellow cables to the cannon: 
the yellow cable now forms a 2.  
Take card 02 .

  Treat the pilot’s injuries using the medkit: 54  + 23  = 77 . 
Take card 77 .

  An Imperial blockade prevents the Rebels from leaving Hoth. 
Use the ion cannon to disable each ship in the correct order. 
Start by matching the Imperial blockade ( 29 ) with the posi-
tion of your ion cannon ( 02 ) to determine the order in which 
the 4 vessels are to be disabled: , , , and .
#anks to the pilot( 77 ), you understand that each symbol’s 
value equals the number of sides of the geometric shape:  

 = 6,  = 3,  = 1 (0 is also a valid number), and  = 4. 
Enter code 6314 (or 6304) in the app.  
Take card 41 . 

  #e ion cannon has disabled all Imperial ships.  
Take this opportunity to escape from the planet before the Empire reacts.  
Enter machine 41  and visualize the positions of the Imperial ships of card 29   
to avoid the passages blocked by these ships.  
By doing so, you will be able to come up with the correct itinerary and safely 
evacuate Hoth (see example to the right).


